Extracellular potentials of single active muscle fibres: effects of finite fibre length.
The extracellular action potentials (ECAPs) of single active muscle fibres immersed an isotropic volume conductor were investigated. The origination of excitation in the motor end-plate and its reaching the fibre end were taken into consideration. It was explained why at short radial distances the ECAPs over the fibre at points close to the end were similar in shape to the first time derivative and at points close to the motor end-plate - to the first time derivative of the intracellular action potential (ICAP) taken with minus sign. The fibre end changed the ECAP which would be recorded if the fibre was infinite and this change called pure termination potential (PTP) was a biphase positive-negative potential, proportional to the first time derivative of the ICAP at points close to the membrane and over the very end. With increasing the radial and axial distances PTP decreases in amplitude. Taking into account the PTP, the genesis of the terminal positive phase of the ECAPs (Gydikov and Kosarov 1972a, b) can be explained. The onset of the fibre or the motor end-plate also changed the potential which would be recorded if the fibre was infinite. This change was given the term of pure onset potential (POP) - a biphase negative-positive potential, proportional to the first time derivative of the ICAP taken with minus sign at a point close to the membrane and over the motor end-plate. With increasing the radial and the axial distance POP decreased in amplitude. Close to the membrane PTP and POP were commensurable with the potential of an infinite fibre only at points close to the ends or to the motor end-plate. At long radial distances they were commensurable with the potential of an infinite fibre for all axial distances.